Introducing: Astro
Sunrise & Sunset Trigger for your Moments
We’re pleased to announce the launch of the brand new
Wiser feature: Astro Triggers.
A popular feature request in previous months, we’re thrilled
to be deploying. Available now in your Wiser Mobile App.
The feature is part of our continuous improvement
commitment and will continue to evolve in the coming
months.
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Astro
Sunrise & Sunset Trigger for your Moments
What can I do with this feature?

Where can I find this feature?

As a Wiser Home user, you will now
be able to create Astro schedules
triggered by your favorite Moments.

The Astro feature can be found in your
Moments. You can see it when adding
‘When’ trigger to a Moment.

With this feature, you will be able to:

To add the feature:

• set a trigger for a Moment to follow
sunrise in your location

1. Long-press an existing moment or
create a new one by pressing the +

• set a trigger for a Moment to follow
sunset in your location

2. Define ‘What’ action

from your mobile app.

3. Define ‘When’ and select either
sunrise or sunset
4. Have fun

Use case example:
You want the bedroom shutters to automatically open at sunrise or close at sunset.
Note: This feature will not impact the behavior of your previously set up Moments.

What else is new?
System Limits Light & Shutter Devices
When you upgrade to the latest version of the Wiser
app you will now see an increase in the number of
Light & shutter devices you can commission.
The Wiser Home Touch now allows you to connect
and control up to 32 lights and shutter devices.
Simply plug it in and use the Wiser Mobile app to
add and control your lights and create your favorite
moments.
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